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-- Articles of Interest -- 

Eurosport Alignment Tech Session, March 30, 2019 

By Steve Jackson 

Our Tech Session at Eurosport in Norman was a great learning experience, 

even for those of us who already knew a lot about alignments.  Chris and 

Jeff explained all the terms and used the electronic displays to show what 

each adjustment does, and how it impacts the other adjustments.  

Eurosport has the first in-floor Hunter alignment system installed in 

Oklahoma, so there are no issues with getting a car on to the alignment 

rack, even if it is really low.  The equipment is checked and calibrated 

regularly to ensure the tolerances remain as tight as possible.  They do 

both “standard” and track alignments, but their “standard” doesn’t just mean 
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within the spec, as it does at some shops.  Before starting an alignment, 

Chris or one of the techs, will discuss how you drive your car, and help you 

make a decision on the type of alignment that best suits you based on the 

tradeoffs between handling and tire wear.   

BMW suggests putting weights in the car during the alignment, so it is 

aligned based on the amount and distribution of weight that is normally in 

the car, and Eurosport has weights available.  If you align your car with 

tires that are badly worn, especially on one edge typical of BMW rear tires 

with a factory alignment, and then install new tires, your alignment will be 

off.  The car used for the demo had been aligned less than six months ago, 

and driven less than 3000 miles, but was already out of spec on some of 

the parameters.  They recommend an alignment about once a year given 

the condition of the roads in Oklahoma.  I always get before and after print 

outs of the displays to use for future reference. 

All pulling and tracking problems may not be due to alignment issues.  Chis 

also demonstrated how using road force tire balancing equipment can help 

when the alignment is correct, but there are still issues.  They don’t always 

recommend doing road force balancing due to the extra cost, but 

depending on the situation it may be the cure to your problem.  They are a 

recommended installer for Tire Rack, and you can have your tires shipped 

direct to them for mounting and balancing.   

We also discussed using an oil analysis service such as Blackstone Labs  

(https://www.blackstone-labs.com) to evaluate the condition of your engine, 

and possibly to adjust your oil change interval.  You contact Blackstone and 

they send you containers and instructions for catching the oil sample.  You 

mail the sample in, along with the payment, and in two to three weeks you 

get the results back via email, along with any recommendations.  Chis has 

seen them recommend longer intervals in some cases, which could save 

you some money.   

 

Eurosport tech session photos: 
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You Don’t Know Jack – Part II, Jack Stands 

By Steve Jackson 

Last issue we covered jacks, this issue:  jack stands.  Most of the jack 

stands on the market are still designed for tube rear axles, and frames, not 

unibodies with aluminum suspension pieces.  The ESCO flat top, model 

10498, 3 ton, jack stand solves that issue, and provides stable support.  

They have a flat rubber pad on top, a solid adjusting rod, and a very 

substantial base with three large round feet.  The adjusting pins are 

attached to the stand with a chain so they don’t get lost, and have a flip 

over locking device so they can’t come out.  They have a height range of 

about 13 to 21 inches, which is taller than most jack stands (that is where 

the additional lifting capacity of the XL2T comes in handy).  The down 

side?  The cheapest I have seen these is $65 EACH, from a company 

called American Service Equipment or ASE, with free shipping. You can 

also get them at Northern Tool, but they are slightly more.  Amazon has 

them in pairs for $105.  Be aware that there is a shorter model 10499 that 

is only 17 inches tall that sells for $55, and some retailers don’t really 

differentiate in the description.  They are available with the old style curved 

post, or with both style posts if that is what you need. 

 When I have had the car up on the old style jack stands, there is really 

only about 1 square inch of metal touching the “hockey pucks”, and the 

pucks are slightly curved.  When I did the push/pull/wiggle test (an absolute 

must before getting under the car), sometimes it would move.  With the 

ESCO stands there is full contact between the hockey puck and the rubber 

pad, and absolutely no movement.  If you are going to be under there doing 

a lot of pushing, pulling and beating on things, or removing major 

components that cause a weight shift, you don’t want any chance of it 

coming down of top of you. It was even up on them during one of the 

earthquakes, and didn’t move, ‘nuff said.  

Newer cars have a hollow plastic box as the lift point, which may require an 

adaptor to use some jacks or jack stands.  These are usually a round 
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aluminum piece with a rectangular “box” on top that fits into the jack point.  

These are even harder to use with the old style jack stands. 

As an added bonus, if you can find a replacement ESCO rubber pad, it fits 

perfectly on the metal jack cup of the XL2T.  This is probably a better 

solution than a “padded cup” since most of them leave the metal tabs 

around the edge exposed    Try ASE, or maybe Pelican parts, but they 

don’t always have them. 

All of us who spend lots of time under our cars would like to have a lift in 

our garage, but many of us can’t for various reasons. Having used the Esco 

jack stands for several years to do lots of work under various cars they are 

the most stable solution I have found.  The new XL2T jack further 

enhances the ease of use and speeds up the process. 

 

 

 

Tech Tip:  STEERING ANGLE SENSOR 

Compliments of Bavarian Machine Specialties, Houston, Texas 
 
It’s inevitable your BMW will eventually require an alignment. It is advisable 
to check or adjust your BMW’s alignment every 2 -3 years because of wear 
in suspension or steering components. There are a wide variety of shops 
that offer this service but you should choose wisely. Recently, we have 
seen a disturbing oversight on a majority of cars as a direct result of 
alignments performed at shops without the proper knowledge of one key 
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component. These alignments have been lacking one crucial step that 
leaves the car unable to react according to operating parameters designed 
to help you maintain control. 

As part of a complete alignment, the Steering Angle Sensor should be 
checked and a majority of the time recalibrated for proper operation. This 
sensor is an integral part of all late model BMW’s (99->) with DSC 
(Dynamic Stability Control) or DTC (Dynamic Traction Control). Without 
accurate calibration, your BMW will not react properly during panic braking, 
skidding, or any evasive maneuvering. Make sure anyone who attempts to 
align your BMW is aware of the Steering Angle Sensor and capable of 
performing the proper calibration (specialized equipment required). 

 

Calendar of Upcoming Events 

Please follow us on the following social media sites for late breaking 

information: 

Facebook www.facebook.com/Sunbelt-Chapter-BMW-CCA-

248758539734/ 

Website  www.bmwcca.org/chapter/sunbelt-chapter 

MeetUp www.meetup.com/en-AU/SunbeltBMWCCA/members 

 

Mark Your Calendar: 

September 14 Car show at Jackie Cooper BMW-MINI in 

OKC – watch your email for a flyer.  11am to 2 

pm.  

 

Cars & Coffee (OKC): The first Saturday of each month held at 

12100 N May Ave, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 

http://www.facebook.com/Sunbelt-Chapter-BMW-CCA-248758539734/
http://www.facebook.com/Sunbelt-Chapter-BMW-CCA-248758539734/
http://www.bmwcca.org/chapter/sunbelt-chapter
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Sunbelt Coffee Cruise The third Saturday of each month, 8 – 11 am, 

at the Santa Fe Restaurant, Midwest City, 

across from the Tinker main entrance. 

Sunbelt Chapter meetings: The third Wednesday of each month: 

upcoming June 19, July 17, and August 21 - 

See additional information below. 

 

>>>>>Monthly Meetings<<<<< 

Our monthly club meetings are held on the third Wednesday of each 

month.  We will be meeting at the Rib Crib, 1821 South Douglas, Midwest 

City, OK.  Our monthly meetings are informal and open to all members. 

  

Disclaimer:  The Sunbelt Chapter BMW CCA, Inc. assumes no liability for any of the information 

contained herein.  The ideas, opinions and suggestions expressed in this newsletter are of the authors 

and no authentication is implied unless otherwise noted.  None of the information is factory approved. 

Modifications made to your vehicle within the warranty period may void the manufactures warranty.  

Permission is granted to quote or otherwise reproduce articles from this newsletter, provided 

Sonnenflecke and the individual author are given credit. 

  

 


